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Excerpt from Womans Rights and Duties, Vol. 1 of 2: Considered With Relation to Their
Influence on Society and on Her Own ConditionIn moral inquiries of a practical nature life the
present, anything pretending to novelty would be in great danger of becoming paradoxical. But
if truths that are generally admitted are also very often neglected, it shows, either that their
importance has not been adequately felt, or that the manner of applying them to practice has
not been made sufficiently evident to common understandings. When circumstances are such
as to exhibit the consequences of some error very strongly, truths that had been habitually
disregarded, acquire force and activity. This occurred in America with respect to
intemperance, and a rapid and remarkable change is said to have taken place. We find,
therefore, that people can sometimes be led, by regard for the interests of society, to practise
self-control; and it is not too much to expect also in other cases, that if the mischiefs which
flow from certain false principles can be made equally evident, the languid assent yielded to a
general maxim may be converted to practical conviction.About the PublisherForgotten Books
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